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Background

Providers at the Children’s Medical Practice (CMP) 
at Bayview noticed that children with asthma 
seemed not to be reliably receiving the influenza 
vaccine.  Low reliability of vaccination in this 
population is particularly problematic due to the 
increased risk of influenza virus to children with 
asthma.4 The mechanism for flagging patients in 
this population was not being used due to alert 
fatigue and lack of a standard procedure, and there 
was not a primary reminder system.  The system 
relied on providers advising influenza vaccination 
during all appointments for children with asthma, 
regardless of the reason for the appointment. 

The CDC reports an 8.6% asthma prevalence within 
the pediatric population.8 Literature review 
revealed that influenza vaccination rates peak at 
30% in this population3, and 69-92% of 
opportunities to vaccinate during office visits are 
missed each fall.2 Parents cite lack of physician 
recommendation and perceived low susceptibility 
to influenza as reasons why they do not vaccinate 
their children who have asthma.3

Without a feasible way to ensure all patients with 
asthma or their providers would receive a reminder  
in the office, and without guarantee that patients 
would come to the office for an appointment, other 
quality improvement measures were explored. All 
reminder/recall systems (including phone, text, 
postcard with follow up call, verbal, mailed, 
electronically-generated reminders, and year-round 
vaccine scheduling) are shown to have at least a 
moderately positive impact on influenza vaccination 
rates, with some studies showing vaccination rates 
as high as 92.8% within vulnerable pediatric 
populations who had the interventions.3,5,6,7 Videos 
for asthma education are shown to improve 
caregiver knowledge and satisfaction.2

Objective 

The objective of this Quality Improvement (QI) 
project was to:
•Learn about prevalence of asthma within the 
pediatric patient population at CMP;
•Analyze current system for mechanisms to ensure 
vaccination in this vulnerable population;
•Define and implement a QI intervention to 
increase the rate of vaccination

Methods

We queried Epic for a list of CMP patients in the 
past five years.  Patient age and sex were analyzed 
to determine patient demographic base statistics. 
We also queried within the patient “Problem List” 
for inclusion of “asthma” as a (co)morbidity.  A list 
of patients with asthma, their names, and 
telephone numbers was created, excluding patients 
under the age of 6 months who were ineligible for 
influenza vaccination.

A three-part text message was created in English 
and Spanish, and included a multimedia link to a 
public service announcement released by the CDC 
about influenza vaccination.

Results

The overall response rate to the text messages was 
11.5% (44 unique responses from 381 unique phone 
numbers).

Conclusions

While there were barriers to maximizing the efficacy 
of this intervention, we successfully reached at least 
11.5% of the pediatric population with asthma at 
CMPB, as evidenced by responses.  One 
guardian/family scheduled an appointment on a 
follow up phone call to their “No” text response; two 
guardians/families who responded “No” via text 
verbally stated that they would plan to have their 
children vaccinated at existing upcoming 
appointments.  The text message intervention had at 
least a moderately positive impact on guardians’ 
education and intent to vaccinate.

Future Directions
Now that the path has been paved, this intervention 
can be repeated earlier in the influenza season next 
year.  

Additionally, systematic review of patient charts can 
be used to collect data on influenza vaccination rates 
in this population for the 2014-2015 season, 2015-
2016 season (first year of the intervention), and 2016-
2017 season to determine statistical significance. Ex: 
chart review for every 4th patient.
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From the Children’s Medical Practice at Bayview 
(Para español, texto el número 3). Kids with 
asthma are at risk for serious complications from 
the flu. (1/3)

Has your child gotten the vaccine yet this season? 
Text back 1 for YES; 2 for NO. (2/3)

If no, call us at (410) 550-0967 to make an 
appointment for all your kids that are seen at the 
clinic. http://tinyurl.com/00flushots. (3/3)

It was not possible to query Epic for primary 
language within the medical record, so a best 
guess was used to identify English and Spanish 
speakers.  

The text message series was sent on February 
16, 2016 using EZ Texting, Responses were 
tallied and we followed up with a phone call to 
each phone number that denied or was unsure 
of the child(ren)’s vaccination status.  Phone 
calls were made in either English or Spanish as 
appropriate, and a script was used to 
emphasize the importance of vaccination and 
schedule an appointment at CMPB.

CMP patient demographic analysis revealed:
•4,674 patients aged 91 hours – 24 years;
•50% male (2,322)/50% female (2,352);
•9.1% of CMP patients >6 months old were 
diagnosed with asthma at the time of the 
campaign.

For the text message campaign, 381 unique 
phone numbers were identified for the 399 
patients with asthma.  
•190 numbers were sent the English texts;
•191 numbers were sent the Spanish texts.

14 phone numbers received one or two follow up 
phone call(s):
•Spanish-speaking “No” – 5
•Spanish-speaking “I don’t remember” – 1
•Spanish-speaking other response – 1
•English-speaking “No” - 7

Final Results of Phone Calls
Total Phone Numbers Called = 14

Total Results = 14
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